
Nepali Translation, Transcription And Interpretation

Phone: 9869206978

Address: dhumbarahi

Website: N/A

Email: starlaysky1991@gmail.com

Bishal lamsal  

I have worked as a Nepali translator, transcriber, and interpreter since 5 years. I worked as a translator in various companies with
different Domains and transcribers too. However, I worked as an interpreter in Nepal Embassy for 5 years.

EXPERIENCE

Excellent service pvt
Translator and Transcribers

2016-2018

I worked as a Translator in Excellent service, Ansh, Honeybee, Appen,Right service and Lionbridge since 5 years and I worked in
different online platforms like SDL, TRADOS, SMART CAT, SMARTLING ETC. I also worked as a transcriber in LOFT 1.0 and 2.0
tool up to now I have completed 10000+ min transcription audio .

Nepal Embassy
Interpreter

2015-2020

I worked as a Nepali and English language interpreter in Nepali Embassy for 5 years as all members aren't well know about
Nepali and language so I worked there as an interpreter.

EDUCATION

Arjun Boarding Higher secondary school
SEE

2005-2013

 I completed my class 10 or see in 2013 with grade A or gpa 3.30. I study math and computer as a major subject .

New summit school
secondary or +2

2013-2015

I have completed my class 12 from new summit school in a subject science . I have achieve 3.55 or A in class 12.

Pulchok College
Bachelor in IT

2015-2019

I have completed my bachelor's from pulchok college in a course IT with grade A and a reward as a software Engineer.

Ratan Rajya college
Bachelor in language

2015-2019

I have completed my language course from Ratan Rajya college in major subject Nepali and secondary subject English .

Megha Education
IELTS

2021

I have completed my IELTS with band 7 to study in abroad or master in IT 

SKILLS

-Computer 
- Translation
-Transcriber
-Interpreter
-software designer
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-Fluent English 
-Fluent Nepali
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